Slow Bow, Busy Bow

(G string, rea-dy, go:)

Slow bow, busy bow, smoothly flow.

(D string, rea-dy, go:)

Slow bow, busy bow, smoothly flow.

(A string, rea-dy, go:)

Slow bow, busy bow, smoothly flow.

(E string, rea-dy, go:)

Slow bow, busy bow, smoothly flow.
This is A

This is A, in a space. Which space? Second space!

Second space in treble clef. Which clef? Treble clef!
Fingers On the String

No fingers on the string, One finger on the string,

Two fingers on the string, Three fingers on the string, Two fingers on the string,

One finger on the string, No fingers on the string, Zing zing zing.
The ABC

Start the alphabet with A B C (sharp),

Now you can play a long with me.
Hot Cross Buns

Hot cross buns, hot cross buns,

One a penny, two a penny, hot cross buns.
Mary Had a Little Lamb

Mary had a little lamb, little lamb, little lamb.

Mary had a little lamb, its fleece was white as snow.
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star

Twinkle twinkle little star,
How I wonder what you are.

Up above the world so high,
Like a diamond in the sky.

Play from the start to Fine.
Higher and Lower

Going upwards, sound gets higher.

Add more fingers one by one. Going downwards

sound gets lower, Take off fingers till there's none.
Lines and Spaces

Lines are either three or one, Spaces either two or none.

Haydn wrote this symphony, Spaces two none, Lines one three.
Row Row Row Your Boat

Duet Round
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Happy Birthday
Hey Diddle Diddle
Lightly Row
Kite Flying

(full bows)

(p small bows at tip)
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May Song
Long Long Ago
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Minor Details
The First Noel
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Bach's Melody
Hop Up, My Ladies!
Back Scratcher
Mozart's Lullaby
Patrick's Reel
With the fingers apart, it's the note F sharp. With the fingers close, F natural. They're a whole tone apart, or a semitone apart. Is it sharp or natural that you see?
The Minstrel Boy
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Exercises for Wagtail Dance

1: On D string

2: Crossing strings

3: Low 2nd finger

4: All on the A string
Deck the Halls
Blackberry Blossom
Middle Character Notes for Violin

Treble clef = G clef

Skipping one finger

Step down from the open string

Using finger 4
Violin

G string = ground. D string = duck under

Open strings are all SPACES.

Other SPACES are all finger 2!

What about the LINE notes? They are all fingers 1 and 3.
Preliminary Violin Exercises

Scales 1 octave: D, A major
- G major

Arpeggios: D major
- A major
- G major

Bow Divisions

Double Stops

Pinky Swings

Harmonics

Naturals and Sharps

Crossing strings